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1 From "Fresh" to Senior

11

there is ever need of proper dress. We cater especially
do particular
to the clothing needs of college men
custom work for the hard-to-please—and have in stock
at all times a splendid line of very newest Furnishings.
Our new location--26 State Street—is just below
the East Side drug store. We're easy to find and we're
always glad to have callers.
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26 STATE ST., BANGOR, ME.
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3 famous Lines

of Shoes

NOW CONTROLLED BY

JOHN CONNERS
40 MAIN ST., BANGOR.
First--The Celebrated Humanic Shoe,
Price, $4.00 Net.
Second—The Hathaway, Soule Sr Harrington.

•
me ..
Printing

Third—The Celebrated Elite, $3.50 Shoes.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE
ABOVE SHOES IN BANGOR.

Commercial Office
MAIN STREET
BANGOR

Ten Per Cent. Discount to U. of M. Students.

Students, patronize those who patronize us.

THE CAMPUS

The University of Maine
A Public Institution Maintained by the Stat
e and
General Government

Undergraduate Courses
are:

Classical, Latin-Scientific, Scientific, Chemical, Agricultural, Prepar
atory
Medical; Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering; Pharm
acy (4 years),
Pharmacy (2 years) ; Short and special Courses in Agriculture;
Military Drill.

Expenses
for university fees, board and rooms, $176.50. Loans coveri
ng tuition, are
provided for needy students. A new dormitory for women.
Rooms in the
dormitories are free.

The School of Law,
at Bangor, offers a course of three years.
resident, and six other instructors.

The tuition charge is $60. Three

The Faculty
includes 52 names; students number 355

The EqUipment
includes 18 buildings large and small, 9 well equipped laboratories, the museu
m,
the herbarium, the shops, and library.
For illustrated catalogue, and circulars, address

A. W, HARRIS, President, Orono, Me.
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FOX & ADAMS,

75 PER CENT.

Fancy Bakers and Caterers,

“1"11-11]

College Annuals
IN

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Ft1I:

New England
Middle States

Confectionery,

CfCiiM,

Ice

etc.

AND

Ladies' and Gents' Cafe Connected.
Meals at all Hours.

Have been illustrated this year with
plates made by

=

27 Main St.,=

The Suffolk Engraving
Electrotype Company

Bangor, Me

AND

E. T. FERNALD,

234=236 Congress Street,

MASSACHUSETTS.
Branch Office, 275 Washington Street.
BOSTON

merchant Odor,

QUALITY COUNTS.

GRANITE BLOCK.
*****•••
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We do up to date

PRESCOTT

Tailoring in all its
branches.

1 Furniture Co.,:

:

•
•

G. B. FREELAND, Proprietor,

Foreign and Domestic Woolens.
CONFIRMED STYLES.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

I

DEALERS IN

Cash discount of ten per cent. to students.

I

Furniture, Upholstery Goods,

GRANITE BLOCK,

i

I

Mattresses, Feathers,

1

EAST MARKET SQUARE,

:
.
Mirrors, Spring Beds, Etc. ;
E. F. DILLINGHAM,
;
SUCCESSOR TO
Special Discount to Students.
;
DAVID BUGBEE & CO.
0

BANGOR

STERLING SILVER

:

+
i NOS. 24 AND 26 CENTRAL STREET •
4
t
t
BANGOR ME.
: FINE ENGRAVING.
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BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
13 Hammond Street,

Advertisers want to know if their advertisement is noticed by the students.

Bangor

Mak
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Lend Us "Ave
Minutes of your time to read this ad. Are you not coming in soon for your new

SUIT and TOP COAT?

OA
—4*
4* \Ve have so many handsome garments full of style and snap that we want you to see them before you buv
We won't say that our prices are the lowest, it is too old a story. Compare our expenses with our compeii
tors and it will take very little reasoning to convince you which can sell cheapest.

70'?

We who do our work ourselves in our own store or they who pay exorbitant store rents,
clerk salaries and costly newspaper advertising. See the point?

•The fact is that any man who buys his clothing without first coming here, does his pocketbook a serious
+ injury. We want to sell you all youneed

Custom made or Ready made Clothing,
+
Boots and Shoes, flats and Cap ,,
+
________and all the Smartest Things out in Haberdashery.
+
We know we can save you money. A bonalide io per cent discount to the students and faculty on everything
t
er but Rubber Goods and CustomWork. Trade here and you will discover a long stretch to each of your dollar
LEVEILLE BROS., The Wide-Awake Clothiers
,
+
REAR MORE CENTRAL KRA CRON09 MARE.
40
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Our Holiday Line
IS NOW READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION, EVERYTHING IN

Cotrell & Leonard,
472 to 478 Broadway, ALBANY, N. Y.
MAKERS OF

Caps, 6owns and hoods
to Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Columbia, University of
New York, Wellesley, University of Chicago, Universityof Michigan, University of Minn., University of Wis.,
Williams, Dartmouth, Amherst, Tufts, Trinity, University of Vt., Johns ilopkins, Mt. Holyoke College.
Bates, Colby, Bowdoin and others.
Illustrated Treatise, Samples, Ileasure Blanks, etc.,
on Application
Makers Under the Nev. Inter-Collegiate

Cap, Gown and Hood System.
Clowns for the Pulpit and Bench

Steins,
Tobacco Jars,
Ash Trays,
Reading Lamps,
Toys,
Garnes,
Chafing Dishes
AN" Xmas Novelties
Your Patronage Is Solicited.

BANGOR DEPT. STORE,
52 MAIN ST.,

%. B. CI.2 %Ors,

Students, patronize those who patronize us.

Mgr.

BANGOR

THE CAMPUS

3. h. T. Wererling,

C. A. LYON & CO.
INTERIOR DECORATORS.
Fine Carpets,
Rugs,
Draperies AND
Wall Papers.

Uienna cafe, e
91 Main Street, Bangor, Maine.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

The Bridge Teachers' Agencies,
C. A. SCOTT & CO., Proprietors.
c and High School Work a Specialty
Academi
,
College
Agency Manual free on application.

WE ARE

OFFICES: 2A BEACON ST., BOSTON
Y. M. C. A. BLD., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The only people in Bangor who make a
specialty of FINE WORK at popular
prices.

THE FISK TEACHERS' AGENCIES,
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
156 Filth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1505 Penn. Ave., Washington, D. C.
203 Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
4 Evans' Building, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
414 Century Building, Minneapolis, vilinn.
533 Cooper Building. Denver, Colo.
420 Parrott Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
525 Stimson Block,Loa Angeles,Cal

Special Prices for students of the U of M.

58 Main Street,

-

-

Bangor.
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Ready

Made Clothing

Custom Made Clothing

0
or 6ents or Ladies. 1
ALL KINDS
AT ALL PRICES.

44,

e

The best and most up-to-date establishment east of Boston is

icnatioth4f
20 and 22 State Street,

Bangor, Me.

TEN PER CENT. DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
(SPECIAL. sAt_as excep-reD)

Free pressing ticket with $12.00 suit or overcoat can be obtained for the asking.

4++++++++1+++++++++++++44+4--t +++++-t++++++++Mcntion The Campus and it will greatly assist us.
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JAMES A. ROBINSON & SON, the
Custom tailors,
Manufacturers of Fine Ready Made Clothing,
U. of M. Cadet Uniforms, and Costumes of all kinds.

Walk=Over $3.50.
Shoe

000000000000

$s.00 Quality in tan, Patent
Ceather and Calf for $3.50.

Our Men's Furnishing Department
IS COMPLETE WITH ALL THE
NOVELTIES OF THE SEASON.

0000000000000

We have a new Shining Stand.

If there is anything new in the market we
are sure to have it.

.. . FREE

TO ALL OUR PATRONS.

Special Discount of io per cent. to all
students.

JAMES A. ROBINSON & SON,

Mitchell

Chissell,

Sign of tile Big Gold Boot,

Manufacturing Clothiers,
Wheelwright & Clark's Block,

SHINE ...

Bangor

60 MAIN STREET,

BANGOR, ME.

Translations
Literal,
St.so. 147 Vol&
Dictionaries
German, French, Italian, Spanish,

IN. T. Worthley, Jr.,
Optical Specialist,

5.c.

Latin, Greek,$2.00, and $1.00.

Completely Parsed Caesar,
Book I. Has on each page, interlinear
translation, literal translation, and
erePy word corn/We/Hy parsed. $1.50.

BATH,

-

MAINE,

Completely Scanned and Parsed Aeneicl, Book I. $,
./ u coot.,'coo.
HINDS & NOBLE, Publishers,
N.Y. City.
Schoolbooks ofalltub/ she's at axe store.

4-5-6-12-13-14 COOper Institute,

. Bring in Your . .

i
1

IF' YOU WANT A GOOD.

BINDING,

Photograph

Boys.

We do everything in the line of Book Binding,
112A 11. Joy,
EXCHANGE ST..
BANGOR, ME,

TRY

PRINTER AND
BOOKBINDER.

150-152
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' BANGOR,

Students, patronize those who patronize us.
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For
%dots'
Rooms

Originators of Education by mail

the International
1 Correspondence Schools
1
1

Need a Toilet Set?

Need a Slop Jar? I

Need a Cuspidor?

Need a Lamp to

E study by? You'll find the right thing
here at the price you want to pay.

OVER A QUARTER OF A MILLION
OF STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

MAI

78 DIFFERENT COURSES 78
Price of Courses Reasonable
Terms of Payment Easy
For full particulars and a free descriptive catalogue,call
or address the Bangor local office

so main St., Room s, Bangor, me.

1
BANGOR. I

“Walk in and look around."

WAl

A. J. MILLETT, Mr.

A. 0. WING, Asst.

P.

.
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If you are looking for a Suit that
Fits and in every respect is to be

Custom Made,
Except in. Price,

THE NEW STYLES!

g

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
TAILOR-MADE CLOTHING

, HERE is only one way to get an idea of the completeness of our stocks and the smallness of our prices,
and that is to spend a little time in the store. You are
welcome whether you buy or not. We are here to see
that you get what you want, when you want it and at the
right figures-. We are not here to be undersold by anybody.

Inspect our Strictly Tailor Made, Fine
Spring Line—none better.

earn
Mar

23 Mercantile Square, Bangor

Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
FINE MILLINERY AND
FANCY GOODS.

Ti
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2.28

Li

W. H. HEALD,

1111 St., Orono.

Coloring, Cleansing or Pressing,
I FAIL TO

161 163 165 Exchange' St., Bangor.

cAT.I. ON

Boston Dye House Co.,
101 CENTRAL STREET,

Mention The Campus and it zcill greatly ,1

1.15

Li

IF YOU WANT

Strictly One Price Clothier,

chec
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PRICES ALL RIGHT.

J. Waterman,

Ti

copi

Miller & Webster Clothing Co
Edwin N. Miller.
John P. Webster.

Special Discount to Students.

Pub

Of Scranton, Penn.
.
Paid up capital
. $1,500,000

P. 11. VOSE & CO.,
59 MAIN STREET,
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ORONO, ME., APRIL 1, 1901.

THE CAMPUS
Published on the first and fifteenth of each month during
the college year by the students of the
University of Maine.
EDITORIAL STAFF.
MANAGING EDITOR.

FRED

H. H. BOGART,

1901.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS.
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MARK J. BARTLETT, 1901.
ALSON H. ROBINSON, 1901.
SAMUEL D. THOMPSON, 1901.
FRANK W. KALLOM, 1902.
ALVIN M. WATSON, 1902.
RALPH M. CONNOR, 1903.
SANFORD C. DINSMORE, 1903.
JOHN H. HILLIARD, 1903.
BUSINESS STAFF.
WALES R. BARTLETT, 1901, P. EDWARD MCCARTHY, 1902,
Asst.

No. 12

going north, tom. of and 20M. past the hour; going
south, 2om. of and to m. past the hour.
MAILS-Leave Orono for points south and west at 6.30
A.M.; 12.40, 6.40 P.M. For points north at 6.30 A.M;
2.10 P.M. Arrive at Orono from points south and west
at 7.40 A.M.; 3.30, 7.10 P.M. From points north at 1.10,
7.10 P.M.
The boats of the Boston & Bangor S. S. Co. leave
Bucksport for Boston, stopping at Rockland and intermediate landings, on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at zi.00 A.M.
The college library is open from 8.00 to 12.00 A.M. and
from t.30 to 5.30 P.M.
The college office is open from 8.00 to 12.00 A.M., also
from 1.30 to 5.00 P.M., but only matters of special importance should be submitted during the latter hours.

EDITORIALS.
Business Mgr.
Business Mgr.

Terms: $1.50 per year, strictly in advance; single
copies to cents.
Address all business communications and make all
checks payable to W. R. Bartlett, Business Manager,
Orono, Me.
Contributions from undergraduates and alumni are
earnestly solicited. They should be addressed to the
Managing Editor.
Entered at the Post Office at Orono, Me., as second-class
mail matter.

N April II will occur the election of the
editorial board of THE CAMPUS for the
next college year. It is not the right of
the present board, of course, to make any
promises as to what will be the nature of the
work done by the new men upon the college
paper, yet we are sure it is not out of place to
make some statements as to what may reasonably be expected of such men as have been
competing for positions on the editorial staff of

O

TIIE CAMPUS.
PRINTED BY J. P. BASS 81 CO.
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19,
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STUDENTS' DIRECTORY.
TRAINS-Leave Orono for Bangor at 6.46, 8.57, 9.57,
t0.52, A.M.; 12.45, 1.42, 2.52, 4.02, 7.12 P.M.
Leave Orono for points north of Old Town at 7.21 A.M.;
2.28, 5.04, 6.53 P.M.
Leave Bangor for Orono at 4.35, 7.00, 3.30, 11.30 A.M.;
1.15, 2.05, 2.50, 3.10, 4.45, 5.30, 6.30, 11.05 P.M.
Leave Bangor for the south and west at 7.15 A.M.; 1.35,
8.09, 11.45 P.M.
Leave Bangor for Bar Harbor at 6.00, 9.30 A.M.; 4.50
P.M.
ELECTRICS-Cars leave Bangor at 5.30 A.M. and each
half hour thereafter until 9.00 P.M.; after 9.00 P.M. on
even hours until zi.00 P.M. Cars arrive at U. of M. fifty
minutes after leaving Bangor. Cars pass the campus

The announcement of the competition for
positions called forth a much more enthusiastic
response than we had expected and proved beyond a doubt that the competitive system of
election is now on a firm basis. There are at
present fourteen candidates with only five positions to be filled from men not already on the
board, which shows a far greater interest in this
matter than has ever been exhibited by the
students heretofore. As for the ability which
will be put into the paper next year, it is sufficient to say that among those that are trying
for positions are to be found the brightest and
ablest men in the university., We believe that

138
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there will be a greater personal interest shown
by a greater majority of the editors than has
ever been the case before and this will mean a
corresponding increase in the interesting matter
which the paper will present to its readers.
All this will mean more general appreciation
and support if the results are to be the best
that can be accomplished. But that this also
will be forthcoming, we do not doubt. Throughout the past year the support of both the alumni
and student body has been increasing in heartiness and as it becomes more widely understood
that THE CAMPUS is in truth the representative
of the university, the difficulties of its editors
will grow less. There is still much to be done
in the way of improvement, of course, yet it
should be remembered that it takes time to
develope a college newspaper as it does all of
the other activities that attend the student life
of our university. There is no question but
that the new board will do more than their
share towards raising the standard of THE
CAMPUS and that next year it will bring to its
readers more new features, more interesting
local and alumni matter, in fact, that it will be
a far better representative of U. of M. than it
has been within our power to make it.
a$11
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RESENT indications are that in the near
future "The Commons" will cease to be
conducted by the college authorities and
will instead be managed by a student's club
made up of the men rooming in Oak Hall.
All of the fraternity houses connected with the
university are now being managed in all departments by the members themselves, with great
success and it would seem reasonable that equal
success would attend the adoption of some
plan whereby "The Commons" could be conducted by those most interested in its management. There is, of course, this great objection,
that there are nearly double the number of men
at "the hall" than at any fraternity house. Yet
this only gives the matter an element of uncer-

p

tainty, and when it is considered that at several
neighboring colleges, student's clubs are being
run to great advantage with a membership even
larger than the number who are now boarding
at "The Commons," even the danger from this
source would seem due more to a prevailing
impression that so large a club must be a failure, than to the existence of a real danger.
To offset this one difficulty, there are almost
numberless advantages which would be felt
both by the members of the new club and by
the college in general. There has long existed
in the traditions of the university a notion that
somehow "The Commons" could be run at a
smaller cost per man than is shown by the
charge on the term bills. Whatever the cause
for such a tradition, its effect has for years been
most pernitious in having been a promoter of
discontent and complaints. For this reason
alone it would seem a good thing that the men
at Oak Hall are contemplating the formation of
a club such as is spoken of above, because that
whether it be a success or failure it will silence
forever the complaints about the conduct of
"The Commons" and prevent a prejudice
against the university that is for the most part
unfounded, being spread throughout the state.
tas

sit

TRANGE as it may seem, the man who
"didn't think" is to be found at college
and even at such a thoughtful institution
of learning as the University of Maine. If
THE CAMPUS had an editor at its disposal he
might with profit (to himself) spend a good
share of his time in attempting to point out to
people of the above class, just where the exercise of a little thoughtfulness would have been
pleasant to their friends and in the end more
satisfactory to themselves.
Take, for instance, the man with a leadpencil.
He goes about the campus leaving a trail of
nonsense behind him that is no great credit to
himself and decidedly none to his college. If
he sees an article in the morning paper that
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pleases him, he drapes it in mourning and
"doesn't think" that the disfigured sheet will
prove annoying to many who will read it after
him. He waits for a car at the station and,
incidentally, scribbles senseless rhymes in conspicuous places about the building. If perchance he gets into chapel a little early, he
leaves evidences of his thoughtlessness in the
prayer-book. And so he goes on from day to
day, learning a few things that are found in
books, but all the time allowing an abnoxious
habit to fix itself more firmly upon him..
Then there is the man who likes to talk. It
doesn't make much difference where, or when,
or who he disturbs so long as he can talk, and
laugh, and make a commotion, he is happy.
He gets into earnest discussion with a classmate in the reading room, and never thinks that
conversation there cannot do otherwise than
disturb the work of all present. He gets out of
recitation a little before the close of the period
and tramps out through the corridors telling
the latest joke to his chums, entirely oblivious
to the classes still in session on all sides of him,
and thoughtless of the difficulty that confronts
a professor who must needs keep the interest
of his class amidst such a commotion outside.
These are but a few of the little things that
go on from day to day, not because anyone
would with intent cause annoyance to others,
but simply because those who do such things
have never trained themselves to stop and consider the consequences. Yet how poor an
excuse this is for the existence of such things.
There is not a man at U. of M. but what
expects that the training gained here will help
him to the highest success; yet to persist in
habits of thoughtlessness is to effectually prevent the consummation of these hopes no
matter what the scholarship attained or the
mental capacity developed. Of course it is
true that very few men think to do the right
thing at all times, we could all of us doubtless
indulge in a little self examination on this matter with profit to ourselves. In fact, that is
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just what the situation demands. A thought
here and there as to the consequences of our
acts from the point of view of those about us
would practically remedy the whole matter,
with the result that many things about the
university that would now impress a stranger
as discreditable, would in the future be conspicuous by their absence.
++++++
To the Editors of THE CAMPUS:
An editorial in the last issue of THE CAMPUS
contains statements in regard to the technical
departments of the library which, if correct,
furnish ground for complaint. I shall be
gratified if you will allow me to presertt. the
figures in relation to this matter and to make a
brief statement in connection with it.
During the last year over $250 were spent
for books for the engineering departments, not
including more than $100 required to provide
for subscriptions to periodicals, society transactions, and binding, making over $350 in all.
Of engineering works, there are in the libiary,
including journals and reports, more than a
thousand volumes.
Those subjects in which people are interested
always seem to them entitled to special attention. Engineering claims that since 65 per
cent. of the students are registered in engineering courses, engineering should receive a larger
share of the library fund than it does. Modern
language replies that over two-thirds of the
students are in modern language work. English asserts that every student is interested in
the growth of this department. Classics advances the plea that while most departments
require large sums for the equipment and
maintenance of shops and laboratories it asks
only library facilities. Thus it is that every
department has some argument that seems to
give it a claim for more than it receives.
I wish to call attention to one feature of
library policy in order that any misunderstanding that has existed in regard to it may be dissipated. It is intended to provide such books
as are needed by students for thesis work or
other investigation. and I am confident that by
consultation with heads of departments and
the librarian these may be secured.
Ralph K. Jones.
University of Maine Library,
March 2T, 19or.
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Showers may be expected
about this time.
NV. A. Libby,'01;has left college.
ff. W. Mansfield is seriously
ill with pneumonia at this writing.
A number of the students returned borne
Friday, March 29, to remain until after the
Easter recess.
Do you enjoy a good joke? If so, order a
Prism before you forget it. The editors intend
to make the "Grind" department more at-tractive than ever.
The semi-annual initiation and banquet of
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity was held
March 16, in Auburndale. Mass. There were
eleven candidates and a large number in attendance. Maine Alpha Chapter was represented by G. NV. Stickney, '00, C. W. Stowell.
'00, and F. E. Holmes, '02.
Several of the seniors are now working in
the shop on their theses. There are an unusually large number this year that have subjects that involve considerable construction
work and it has been found necessary to have
the machine shops run during the evening in
order to accommodate both the regular classes
and those doing special work.

Everybody is longing for some severe rain
storms to clear away the snow and settle the
roads. It hardly seems possible as one views
the present condition of the athletic field, to
imagine that ball games can be played there
in less than a month.
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At a meeting of the Mathematical Section of
the Scientific Society, March 27, the following
papers were presented:
Some Differential Equations
W. H. Eldridge.
A Problem in Solid Analytic Geometry.
Thomas Buck.
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The remains of the oh! Q. T. V. hall are
being removed.
B. T. Larrabee, '03, has returned to college.
H. NV. Chadbourne, '02, is unable to attend
to his studies on account of sickness.
The latest thing out ill the way of a student
organization i!; a golf club which is being
organized among the men at Oak Hall. The
campus in the rear of the buildings presents a
fine chance for playing this game, and it is
strange the movement was not started before.
A Bardswell Votometer was on exhibition
in Coburn hall on • Thursday and Friday,
March 21 and 22, and was inspected with a
good deal of interest by a large number of the
faculty and students.

There have been a number of cases of illness
in the various dormitories during the past two
weeks, due doubtless to the changeable
weather.
The general meeting of the scientific associa
tion was held in Wingate Hall on Tuesday
The following papers
evening, March to.
The "gym" was a pretty lively place last were presented:
Tuesday night when, by a coincidence, both Scientific Notes
the baseball and track teams turned out for
Prof. Grover.
good hard practice for the first time this The Life and Philosophy of Rene Descartes,
season.
Mr. Siff.
The latter paper was one of the most interF. M. Rollins, '00, was in Orono Sunday,
esting of the year.
March 24, visiting friends.
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Plenty of interest is in evidence in the interscholastic meet which is to be held here May 18.
Already five schools have agreed to send teams
and there are two more from which it is probable favorable replies will be received.

declamation. Inquiring for the professor of
English he was informed by the debater that
the "prof" was absent and that he was hearing
the "decks" that day for him. The sophomore
stated that he had a declamation to delis et that
The date of the Glee club tour through hour and was thereupon directed to proceed.
Washington county has been changed from the The sophomore very earnestly ascended to the
first week in April to the last week in the platform, made his prettiest bow, went through
month. Complete arrangements have been his declamation and came down. The "premade by Manager Silver, and among the places tender" criticised his jestures, mannet of
at which the club will appear are Calais, East- speech, etc., and informed him that he could
only give him a passing mark and ought not
port, Machias and Cherryfield.
to give him that. At this the sophomore sadly
At the concert given by the Orono High left the chapel and for some time after was
school in Orono town hall, Saturday evening, ignorant of the joke.
March 23, Baker, '03, Sawyer, '03, and Flynt,
Frank H. Bowerman,'oo, was on the campus
'04, rendered a banjo selection in a very cteditSaturday
and Sunday, visiting friends. Ile is
able manner. The concert was followed by a
ball, in which a large number of students in the employ of the International Paper Company and for the past year has been stationed
participated.
at Berlin, New Hampshire. Lately he has
The Omega Mu Chapter of Phi Gamma been transferred from that place to their plant
Delta held a dancing and card party at their in South Gardiner, Me.
chapter house Friday night, March 22. Larsen
Martyn H. Shute, ex-'03, and a member of
of Bangor furnished the music. Whist was
enjoyed until nine-thirty, giving place to danc- the local chapter of Beta Theta Pi, has successing which occupied the remainder of the even- fully passed the entrance examination to West
Point Military Academy. Out of the two
ing. Light refreshments were served during
hundred and fourteen candidates who were
the evening by the chapter's chef.
examined only one hundred and four were able
In order to have a representative poster to to pass the required examination.
advertise the New England intercollegiate
Orange F. Terry, '04, was confined- to his
games at woreester. F. H. Big-low of Worcesroom a few days recently owing to illness.
ter has offered a prize of $10 for the best
The heralds of spring have arrived. Crows
general poster submitted in competition
any
are getting quite numerous.
student in any college of the association.
The University of Vermont is budding a
A short time ago, just before the sophomorefreshman debate, one of the members of the new gymnasium. The building when comsophomore debating- team, who is noted for plete will cost about twenty thousand dollars.
his eloquent flow of silvery language, was one
Two of our professors a short time ago
afternoon coaching the other sophemoie de- started one afterwxm for Dexter to give a lecbaters in the college chaoel. It so happened ture. Arriving in Bangor on time, they bore
that as this man was sitting near the stage and their bundles of lantern slides and other
listening to the fluent words of one of his class- paraphernalia to the Maine Central depot to
mates, a certain member of the sophomore class await the departure of the Dexter train. At
entered the chapel to deliver his scheduled about half past four the Bar Harbor and Dex-
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Sanford C. Dinsmore, '03, has been elected.
ter trains drew into the Western Station, pointed in the same direction. The gentlemen assistant manager of the track team.
boarded a train and sitting down made themThere was quite a scare at the lighting staselves comfortable. After a few moments' con- tion a few days ago which did not last long,
versation, one of them, looking at his watch, however. The boiler was being temporarily
remarked that the train must be late. Think- fired on shavings from the woodworking shops,
ing that something might be wrong they went which heated the stack so hot as to cause the
out to the platform where they were met .oy the woodwork surrounding it to catch fire. The
brakeman who comforted them by stating that blaze was not seen until it was well under way,
the Dexter train had been gone ten minutes but quick work on the part of the engineer and
and that if they did not intend to go to Bar students at work in the shops, very soon exHarbor, they had better get off. The lecture tinguished it after it was discovered.
in Dexter was indefinitely postponed.
On Wednesday evening, March 20, irof.
White, '03, spent a few days recently with Huddilston delivered a lecture in the Universahis brother at Augusta.
list church, Orono, in the interests of the Art
Guild. The subject was, "Florence, Today
Coach John D. Mack, who will coach the
and Yesterday," and the speaker was aided in
track team, arrived last week and met with
his description of the famous city by excellent
the men in training for the first time last
stereopticon views. The attendance was large
Tuesday night in the Gym. The team has
from both the college and Orono village, so that
been put in good condition under the directions
the lecture, besides being exceedingly enterof Capt. Davis and the coach has good
taining and instructive, materially increased
material with which to work. The track is
the fund which the Art Guild devotes to the
used daily and the floor in the gymnasium will
artistic decoration of its rooms in the Mt. Versoon be laid.
non house.
At a meeting of the sophomore class, held
There seems to be little foundation for the
Tuesday afternoon, March 19, the following
rumor that military drill will be resumed this
men were elected to parts on Ivy day: Chapspring. The university has during the past
lain, Isaac E. Treworgy; orator, Thomas E.
year corresponded with several military officers
Leary; poet, Miss Amy I. Maxfield; historian,
but no appointment has yet been made, nor
Ralph M. Connor; presentator, Roderick E.
is there anything more definitely known at
Mullany; curator, Roy E. Strickland; mai-shal,
present in regard to the . matter than at any
Frank McCullough; odist, Miss Estelle M.
previous time during the year. The statePerry. For Ivy day committee the follow ing
ment can be made on good authority, that
W. Lee Cole, chairman;
were elected:
should an officer be detailed to this university
.1rthur R. Towse, Cecil A. Lord, Philip II.
during the spring it is very doubtful if any atlarris and Burton W. Goodwin.
tempt would be made to form military comGeorge L. Freeman, '02, and Paul D. Simp- panies this year, as it is now too late in the
son, '03, in company with Prof. G. H. Hamlin, season for anything to be accomplished.
recently spent a week in surveying a large w 00(1
Owing to lack of space in the last issue of
tract near Grindstone.
THE CAMPUS, the report of the financial condiEdward W. Delano, '02, who has been em- tion of the 1901 Prism, to which special attenployed as door keeper in the state legisiature, tion was called in this department, was forced
out, but will be found elsewhere in this issue.
has returned to college.
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As this issue goes to press, interest is cenA special meeting of the executive committee
tering around the second debate in the inter- of the athletic association was held on Wednesclass series, which is to be held on Thursday day evening, March 27, in Coburn Hall.
evening between the seniors and juniors. From
Fred Webber, '0.4, has been initiated into the
the quality of the work done in the sophomore- Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
freshman contest, it seems probable that this
Members of Company G of Bangor have
series is to prove the most interesting and
been
using the rifle range during the past week
spirited of any debates ever held at this univerfor target practice.
sity.
The ,members of the Alpha Tau Omega
Profs. Bartlett and Wood presented papers
before a recent meeting of the Orono grange, fraternity have come out in blue caps with
held at the grange hall in Orono. Prof. Bart- A. T. 0. inscribed across the front in gilt
lett spoke on the chemistry of wheat and Prof. letters.
Wood gave a very interesting and practical
talk on the nutritive value of the various kinds
of wheat flour.

The annual meeting of the Y. M. C. A. was
held in the association room, Oak Hall, on
Wednesday evening, March 27. The follow •
ing
officers were elected for the ensuing year
The regular weekly meeting of the Y. M.
C. A. was held in Oak Hall on Wednesday President, H. E. Cole; vice president, J. H. Mcevening, March 27. It was lead by Mr. Blais- Cready; secretary, R. F. Chandler; treasurer,
dell. After the meeting the election of officers A. M. Watson.
took place.
On the evening of March 16, the town hall
Contrary to expectation, the number of men at Orono was the scene of a very pretty
who have pledged themselves to pay thc dancing party given by the Alpha Tau Omega
athletic assessment for this spring is unusually society. The hall was very cosily arranged
small. Nothing is signified by this as yet, with easy chairs and couches. During the first
however, for a good many of the freshmen, part of the evening a reception was tendered
who vere the most backward about signing, the many guests by a committee consisting of
will pay their assessment as soon as they see Mrs. P. J. Douglass, Mrs. S. J. Stewart, Mrs
the teams out on the field and hard at work. Charles Whittier, Mr. W. H. Caswell and Mr.
During the next two weeks the treasurei will H. P. Hoyt. Shortly after eight-thirty dancmake a personal canvass among the men who ing began, and fifty couples made merry until
have not signed and it is hoped that reports at nearly midnight when the party broke up, all
the end of that time will show a large increase reporting a fine time. Pullen's orchestra of
among those who view this matter in the right. Bangor furnished music for the occasion.
Will the Prism be well illustrated?
Under the old rules governing the wearing you say. It will contain over eighty reproducof the "M", the following men, members of tions from photographs, about twenty full page
the football team of the season of 1900, are drawings, and fifty smaller drawings and
entitled to wear the 'varsity initial: G. H. sketches. Have you ordered yours yet? You
Davis, Wormell and Harvey, (Mgrs.) of '01; can't afford to do without it.
Chas. I. Day and Roland Turner, both of
Rackliffe, Duren, Elliot, H. E. Cole, A. R
Davis, of '02; Hadlock, W. L. Cole, Dorticos, '04, have left college for the remainder of the
of '03; Eastman, Taylor, Bean, Sawyer, of year. Both have shipped on board a sailing
vessel for a voyage.
'04; McQuillan, L. S.
light.
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F. L. Martin was confined to his room a portion of last week by illness.
S. H. Soule, '04, has been obliged to leave
college on account of illness.
Workmen are busy at present erecting the
pipe organ in the gallery of the new chapel.
After two postponements the sophomorefreshman debate was held in the chapel on
Thursday evening, March 21. Both sides put
up good arguments, but those of the sophomores were especially good and undoubtedly
deserved the victory, which they won.
Kneeland,'02, was in Augusta on March 22,
and witnessed the closing session of the legislature.
Quite a number of the students attended the
dance given by the Orono High school in the
town hall, Orono, Saturday evening, March 23.

The Eastern Y. M. C. A. Presidents' Conference will occur this year at Princeton University, April 4-7. It has been customary for the
local association to send a delegate to this convention and it is probable that it will not be
departed from this year.
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If you're strictly up against it
And you're blue from top to toe;
If a laugh you cannot muster,
Do not think your cake's all dough.
Go at once unto the agent,
And, my friend, without delay,
Get the book that's sure to cure you.
Get a Prism right away.

cat
unl
urn

If the old earth's not worth seeing.
And things seem comm( nplace,
Do not hang your head in sorrow
And think yours a hopeless case.
Save your money, buy a Prism,
Lots of drawings; full of fun.
Watch the grinds upon the fellows;
Look out sharp or you'll get one.

ma
acc

Much fear has been expressed by those that
have seen bicyclists using the track in the
"gym," that a serious accident will occur ti the
speed is not kept down to a point suited to a
track of that character. On a twenty-lap track
Years to come when you have left here;
a speed of 2.40, which is quite common there at
And the money's rolling in,
present, is too fast to be safe and when it is
You'll Nv ant the book that soon is coming,
considered that the track was not designed for
You won't begrudge the extra tin.
bicycle riding and that there is no protection
Buy it teachers, buy it students;
against running off the edge on the turns, it.
Grinds on Profs. and students, too.
makes the matter look still worse. Of course,
Buy it freshman, you remember
it is all right so long as no accident occurs,
How they all have roasted you.
but if anything serious of that nature should
happen it would mar the pleasure to be derived
++++++
from the splendid new gymnasium for a long
NEW RULES IN BASEBALL.
time to come. Wouldn't it be better to be on
the safe side and keep the speed down to a safe
Five important changes have been made in
limit?
baseball rules for the coming season. The
No more reduced rates on the M. C. R. R. effect of the changes will be to shorten the
it would seem.
Students who have corre- game and to prevent a pitcher's warming up
sponded with the general passenger and ticket when the batsman is ready to play. The rules
agent in regard to a reduced rate for the Easter are as follows:
recess, have been informed that now that the
"The catcher must remain up close to the
mileage books of the road are good for hearer, bat, or not over ten feet back, the distance to
no more reduced rates will be granted.
be marked with a line."
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"The first two balls fouled off will go as
strikes unless caught out on the fly."
"A pitched ball hitting a batsman will count
as one ball."
"The umpire shall call a ball each time the
pitcher delays the game more than twenty
seconds."
"If the ball is thrown to anyone but the
catcher by the pitcher when the batsman is up,
unless in an attempt to retire a base-runner, the
umpire shall call one ball."

+++44+
THE '01 PRISM.
During the past week, F. L. Martin, business
manager of the 1901 Prism, has closed his
accounts and made his report to the class.
The report is unique in that it is the first of its
kind that ever carried a cash balance. The following is a summary of the report:
ASSETS:
To sale of books,
$508.62
advertising,
406.48
" cuts, etc.,
22.97
Total,
$938.07
EXPENSES:
Paid to publisher,
$645.50
" engravers,
250.67
for expressage, postage,traveling and personal expenses. etc.,
40.57
Total expenses,
$936.74
Cash balance,
$ 1.33
It has been taken for granted in years past,
that the Prism must be more or less of an expense to the class which published it, and the
result has been that each class has been hampered in all its work on the annual, by the
financial problem before them. That shonld
be the case no longer, however, for having paid
for itself once, it can be made to do so again.
Present indications, in fact, are that the management of the Prism, which is now in the
process of preparation, will be as successful in
their work as were the men who had it in
charge last year.
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ALUMNI REUNIONS.
Annual Meeting and Banquet of Penobscot
Valley Association.
It was no consolation meeting ihat the
Penobscot Valley Alumni association held at
the rooms of the NIadockawando club on Friday evening. March 16. No one seemed disheartened over the failure of the resell e in
favor of a central heating plant at the legislature, but on the other hand everyone :;eemed
cheerful over the prosperous condition of affairs
and the speakers referred encouragingly of the
work before the institution.
Altogether the
gathering was one of the most enjoyaNe of
those held since the organization was tz:rted
in 1897.
Nearly half a hundred men. nearly all cn the
sunny side of life and not a few just entering
upon their careers, attended the meeting and at
about 7 o'clock sat down to a fine spread in the
banquet hall of the club, served by Fox &
Adams.
At 7.45 o'clock, President John M. Oak. who
has been the efficient head of the association
since its inception. called the members to order
and after declining to serve longer in the
capacity of president. called for the nomination
of officers for the association. Upon motion a
committee consisting of Ralph K. Jones, Hugo
Clark and W. 0. Sawtelle was named to make
up a list of officers and they rep( wted On tii.:. following. who ‘vere elected :
President. Edward II. Kelley, '90. of Bangor.
Secretary-Treasurer. Charles A. Dillingham,
'90, of Bangor.
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Executive committee, Freeland Jones, '75,
Bangor; J. F. Gould, '82, Oldtown; N. C.
Grover, '90, Orono, and president and secretary, ex-officio.
Several prominent alumni from away had
been expected to attend the meeting and it was
hoped that Representative to the Legislature
NV. R. Pattangall,'84, would be present to preside but he was detained by work at Augusta;
Hon. W. T. Haines, '76, of Waterville, had
been called to Boston and Hon. L. C. Southard,
'75, of Boston, had at the last moment been
detained at home.
In the absence of Mr. Pattangall, Mr. Oak
called upon the newly elected president to
officiate, and the list of speakers was made on
the spur of the moment, the following being
called upon: Trustee Henry Lord, Trustee
A. J. Durgin, Col. I. K. Stetson, Prof. Woods,
Prof. Walz, Hugo Clark, Esq., A. NV. Price,
Esq., George E. Thompson, Esq., and W. O.
Sawtelle and President Harris. The last
speaker occupied the latter portion of the time
in his usual interesting manner, giving a re% iew
of the work of the institution, referring to the
resolve which was defeated at Augusta, and
outlining the policy of the university in the
future.
During the evening songs were sung and
after the speechmaking was over many of the
younger graduates gathered around the piano
in the rooms below and continued the musical
program. It had been intended to have several
members of the university musical clubs present
but on account of their engagement in Brewer
all the available material in this line was there.
Those present at the meeting were:
Hon. Henry Lord of Bangor, presiciEnt of
board of trustees.
A. J. Durgin of Orono, member ()f boa:A of
trustees.
Col. I. K. Stetson of Bangor, treastu er of
the university.
President A. NV. Harris.
Dr. M. C. Fernald.

Prof. A. E. Rogers.
Prof. Walter Flint,'82.
James M. Bartlett, '80.
Prof. L. H. Merrill, 83.
Prof. J. N. Hart,'85.
Prof. F. L. Russell,'85.
Prof. J. S. Stevens.
Prof. C. D. Woods.
Prof. N. C. Grover, '90.
Prof. H. S. Webb,'87.
Prof. J. H. Huddilston.
Prof. W. E. Walz, Bangor.
Prof. 0. F. Lewis.
Librarian R. K. Jones,'86.
Hugo Clark, Esq., '9o, Bangor.
Arthur NV. Price, Esq., Bangor, Scikcol of
Law, 1900.
Fred H. Vose, 1900.
Clinton L. Cole, 1900.
Alden B. Owen, 1900.
Charles H. Lombard, 1900.
J. Arthur Hayes, 1900.
Wilfred H. Caswell, 1900.
Philip R. Goodwin, 1900.
• Percy L. Ricker, 1900.
—members of faculty.
George H. Hamlin,'73,0rono.
John M. Oak,'73, Bangor.
Freeland Jones, Esq., '75, Bangor.
E. M. Blanding, '76, Bangor.
Dr. J. H. Patten, 82, Amherst.
L. W.Cutter,'84. Bangor.
George F. Lull,'86, Great Works.
E. V. Coffin,'87, Harrington.
A. C. Hardison, '90, Caribou.
Edward H. Kelley, '90, Bangor.
C. A. Dillingham, '90, Bangor.
George E. Thompson, Esq.,'91, Orono.
H. B. Buck, '93, Bangor.
Harry M. Smith,'93, Bangor.
NV. 0. Sawtelle, ex-'95, Bangor.
S. J. Heath. '97, Bangor.
V. K. Gould,'97, Bangor.
Stanley Sidensparker, '99, Warren.
Guy A. Hersey, 1900, Bangor.

Reunion and Banquet of the Westere Maine
Association.
The annual reunion and banquet of the
Western Maine Alumni of the University of
Maine was held at Riverton casino, near Port-
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land, Saturday, March 16. The patty was
slightly smaller than usual, but the evening was
passed most enjoyably and the affair was voted
one of the most successful and interesting
events yet held.
The following officers were chosen:
President, Russell W. Eaton, Brunswick.
Secretary and treasurer, Arthur C. Wez-cott,
Portland.
At seven-thirty the party sat down at the
tables in the banquet hall, where Manager D. B.
Smith had prepared one of his most excellent
dinners. During the repast Messrs. "Honey"
Johnson and Leavitt entertained the party with
songs, banjo solos, etc.
The dinner over, the assemblage was called
to order by President-elect Eaton, who in a few
words introduced as the first speaker of the
evening President Harris of the University of
Maine. After a cordial welcome he addressed
the alumni on the university; what it had been
doing the past year, and what it intended doing
in the future. Dr. Harris gave the changes in
the university personnel, and said there was one
new university trustee this year, Mr. Durgin of
Orono. Dr. Harris mentioned the death oi
Gen. Shepherd, who had been a trustee for
many years. The president said that Cumberland county sent more students to the University of Maine, in proportion to its population,
than any other county in the state except
Penobscot. He referred to the fact that Hon.
E. B. Winslow of Portland was the largest
contributor to the new drill hall which is now
in the course of construction. I hiring the past
year the degree of doctor of law has been conferred on Hon. W. T. Haines. The faculty
of the institution has also been increased from
5! to 52 in number. Dr. Lewis, a graduate of
Tufts college and also of the University of
Pennsylvania, has succeeded Prof. Nichols.
The law school has made wonderful advancement during the past year and it is hoped that
before long it vill be self-supporting. It has
at present 43 students. There are 73 students
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in the electrical engineering department, and 27
taking the course in agriculture, the largest
number ever registered. The largest previous
number was 13. Natural history has made the
most progress the past year under the management of the new professor. The development
in the study of Spanish, during the past year
has been remarkable and this language will
soon be on the same basis as French and German.
The university has 678 alumni in all. li has
graduated 37 men on an average each yeal and
conferred 93 degrees last year. The schoo has
also received more gifts than ever before. The
library now numbers 20,000 volumes, but
double this number is needed. A new publication called "University of Maine Studies.'commenced its career last year.
About $8,000 worth of apparatus has been
added the past year, a very modest amount
compared with other universities. A new telescope has been installed. The new drill hall is
the great addition this season and the school
may well feel proud of it. The value cf the
college buildings is estimated by President
Harris to be about $25o,000; apparatus, $mo,000: invested funds, $218,000. The whole
plant is worth about $2,o0o,000. The gross
income of the college is about $78,000 and the
net income about $63,000. This is also a very
moderate sum.
President Harris said that the University of
Maine was allowed $2o,000 by the state, while
Pennsylvania State college, a smaller institution and doing about the same work, gets an
annual appropriation of $75,000.
Dr. Harris repeated the story of his struggle
for a steam heating plant at Augusta, in which
he lost.
The next speaker was Mr. Haines of Watetville, who made a spirited plea for better support from the state for the university.
Hon. E. B. Winslow was the last speaker,
making hut a few general remarks.
The committee in charge of the reunion was
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composed of Charles S. Webster and S. NV.
Bates. The following were present: Leon 0.
Norwood, Hon. E. B. Winslow, R. W. Eaton,
President A. W. Harris, S. W. Bates, E. J.
Haskell, George H. Allan, George H. Babb,
Frank McDonald, George F. Black, A. C. WC3cott, Robert A. Crosby, Charles S. Webster,
B. R. Johnson, C. Omer Porter, F. E. Hull,
Charles T. Vose, John Locke, F. NV. Pewers,
W. T. Haines.

Melvin F. Rollins who is employed un the
engineering department of the Chicago,Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad, has been sent to Iowa
to help locate and construct some 125 miles of
road in that state which is to be built by the Chi •
cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad the corn
ing summer.
After graduation Mr. Rollins worked for
two years on the Washington County railroad
and later for the Bangor & Aroostook. The
last three seasons he has spent in the west.

NOTES.
Ex-'96.
Ex-'89.
Stanley Lee, who has been a member of the
Rangeley,
at
surveyor
land
a
is
Oakes
A. L.
government engineering party on the NicaraMe.
gua canal, sailed from New York bound to
Guayaquil, Equador. There he will join the
E. II. Kelley is chairman of the committee engineering party on the Guayaquil railroad.
for the governor's ball to be held in Bang6r on
Allan Rogers has been elected to the FellowApril 12.
ship in Chemistry at the University of PennA. C. Hardison, who is engineer of a mine sylvania.
in Peru, recently made a visit of a few weeks
at his home. On his way back to work he
The following letter was recently received
stopped several days on the campus.
from A. L. Starbird by friends in Maine:
Manila, P. I., Dec. 31, 1900.
Dr. Frank NV. Sawyer has been appointed
of
* * * I believe my station has changed
to succeed Dr. 0. I. Bemis as city physician
city
Bangor, Me. Dr. Sawyer is a native of Mil- since I wrote you last. I am still in the
but am in command of a battery and a
ford, Me. After graduating from this univer- though,
separate station at present where I am wholly
sity he entered the medical department cf the independent. Do not have to go on as officer
University of New York. He has had much of the day, or do anything more than I please
experience in hospital work in New York and and can get away at any time. Have an
Boston and has made a special study oi the American horse furnished by the government
for a saddle horse, and a native pony and cardiseases of children.
riage of my own,so I have plenty of transportation. Don't know how long they will let me
The engagement is announced of Hugo G. keep this as we have lots of officers in the
rank me, and they are to
Menges, formerly of Bangor, to Miss Elizabeth volunteer army who
the volunteers go home.
when
here
out
be
left
Adams Hutchingson of Cambridge, Mass. Mr. The movement of the volunteers has already
Menges is at present living in Stamford, Conn. begun. One regiment is already in town and is
His many Orono friends extend their con - to sail in a day or two, and the others will be
brought in, I suppose, as fast as there are transgratulations.
ports ready to take them to the states. Wonder what they are going to do at Washington
H. P. Gould is secretary and treasurer of about troops to replace them. Are they going
to raise another volunteer army, or are we to
the Maryland State Horticultural Society.
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see the army bill pass, that we have waited for
so ?long? Hope an artillery bill will pass,
large enough to give me my promotion. It
will not take very much. The amount of one
regiment would do it. They will have to do
something pretty quick for it would be a bad
thing to abandon any of the towns that we have
been holding. As soon as we withdreW the
insurgents would come in and kill everyone
that had been friendly to us. Those who were
disposed to be friendly hereafter would not dare
to show their friendship, if such a thing was
done, for fear of being abandoned to theil
fate. This is the last day of the year nineteen
hundred; tomorrow we begin a new year and
a new century. I thought when we came out
here in April, ninety-nine, that we would be
home in a year, but it is nearly two years now
and not the least signs of going home. Even
those regiments and officers who have been
here since July, ninety-eight, are still being held
here; until they go, I see no chance for us.
(Signed)
Alfred A. Starbird.
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academy trustees he was elected for another
year. With the people of the town he i very
popular and they gave evidence of this by electing him moderator of their town meeting.

++44++
SENIOR CLASS MEETING.

On Thursday afternoon, March Li_ the elass
of 1901 held a special business meeting in
Fernald Hall. It was decided by a stiong
majority to hold the commencement concert
and ball in the hall of the new gynmasium on
Wednesday evening, June 12.
A committee was appointed to take charge
of the work of setting a suitable tablet to mark
the class ivy. The matter of purchasing an art
frieze for decorating .the walls of the new
chapel was left in the hands of a . special
committee who will confer with Prof. Hu&
dilston and report to the class at a later meetEx-'98.
ing.
William E. Dyer has given up his pc.Ation
Samples of pipes were submitted by the comwith Sheaf & Jossted and accepted one as
mittee and a choice made. It was voted to
draughtsman with Post & McCord, foot of
have engraved on the bowl of the pipe the word
Oar y St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Maine with 1901 in smaller figures under1900.
•
neath.
D. L. Philoon is employed by- the Empire
Perhaps the most important action of the
Electro-Chemical Co. at Niagara Falls, N. Y.
meeting in that it adds to the treasures Gf the
F. M. Rollins has been on the campus re- university, was a vote to purchase a large
meerschaum pipe to be used during the exercise
cently.
on Class Day and at the close placed in the
In relation with the work of the Freedom custody of the present junior class with the
Academy, Mr. D. H. Perkins, the principal, object that the pipe shall be thus handed down
has arranged a very interesting course of lec- from class to class and remain a valued treasure
tures, and among the speakers are numbered of U. of M. forever.
some of the best educators in Maine, Pres.
Chase of Bates. Superintendent of Schools
++44++
Stetson, and Estabrooke of U. of M.
ATHLETICS.
Since Mr. Perkins assumed the principalship,
the students of the academy have published a
TRACK.
paper called the Academy Echo. This pape!
On Tuesday afternoon. March 27, the track
can justly be classed among the best of the
men met the coach, Mr. Mack, for the first
fitting school publications.
That Mr. Perkins' work is appreciated is time. There was a go(xl turnout and some
evident. for at the recent meeting of the excellent material to be seen in the crowd that
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gathered around him to catch his first words of commenced there, in the way of punting and
instruction. Hard training will begin at once light batting and after the 'lettings have been
and whereas in the past few weeks the work put in place, which will be in a few days, hard
has been done on alternate nights, the final work will then be taken up. At present the
instructions of last Tuesday were to "come out work is under the direction ot Capt. Carr but
every night, boys."
Coach Rudderham is expected to arrive about
The work is not yet sufficiently advanced so
that a list of men who are trying for special
events can be given but a partial list of those

RALPH CARR, Captain of U. of M. Baseball Team.

S. P. DAVIS, Mgr. of Baseball Team.

who met the coach on his first day with the
team is as follows: Davis, F. M., Fauncc,
Thompson, Harvey, C. D., Goodwin of 1901;
Blaisdell, French, H. C., Durgan, Banows,
'Wheeler, Mosher, Davis, A. R., Lowe, Kelley,
Elliot, Lyon, Silver, Watson, A. M., of 1902;
Leary, Connor, Harris, Wiley, Stewart, Margesson, Towse, Treworgy, of 1903; Kingsbury, Day, Buckley, Bearce, Soderstrom,
Smith, Gregory, Taylor, Talbot, Fifield,
Lawrence, Tate, Parker, Webster, Broadwell,
Ricker, Perkins, Dugan, of 1904.
•

Jo, and although is nominally a coacil for
the pitchers he will probably take the entire
squad in hand. The first scheduled game
comes in less than a month which means that
hard work must be done if our reputation in
baseball is to be sustained. The men who have
lesponded to the call up to the present aze as
follows: Ross,
Holmes, Chase, Davis, A.
R., Batchelder, Carr, (capt.), 02, Murphy,
Larrabee, Small, Strickland, Ross, E. B.,
Towse, '03, Eastman, Flynt, Russell, Chace,
Taylor, Webber, Noyes,'04.
There are many others who will join the
squad (luring the week.
4°4444'44+
-

BASEBALL.

PAN-AMERICAN S PORTS.

The first call for men was made after chapel
on Tuesday morning. March 27. The cage is
not yet ready for use but light practice %ill bc

At the annual meeting of the Intercollegiate
Association in New York in February a resolution was adopted indorsing the Pan-American
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Intercollegiate games to be held in Buffalo in
the spring. These games are to be under the
direction of the committee on Sports, whose
members all are college men, and will take
place in the stadium on the Exposition grounds
on Friday, May 3Ist, and Saturday, June 1st.
Following, as it does by a week, the regular
Intercollegiate Meet in Nev York and several
of the western track meets, the Pan-Amerfcan
Meet is sure to draw competitors from all sections of the country. Such an opportunity for
a thoroughly national meet of college athletes is
rarely offered and it is to be hoped and expected that college men generally will show the
interest and give the support that the occasion
demands. The meet will be conducted under
the rules of the Intercollegiate Association and
all of the judges and officials will be college
men of well known reputation and experience.
Handsome medals will be given to the three
first men in each event and to the two colleges
scoring the highest number of points trophies
wfll be awarded.

:;) for

entire
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TO THE DEAF.
A rich lady, cured of her deafness and noises
in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artificial Ear
Drums, gave $to,000 to his Institute, so that
deaf people unable to procure the Ear Drums,
may have them free. Address No. 4783, The
Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth Avenue, N. Y.

This
is
the
Spring
Style
of

the Guyer Soft hat.
We are SOLE AGENTS
and Hope for a Share of
the College Patronage.

SHAVE, SIR?

•-•••

lIere's the handiest shop for U.of M. students—right
where the cars stop. You can't find a fault with ow
razors, our shears or our work Three chairs.

Wiley Clothing Co.,
H a m mond

DEARBORN'S

Street.

*0.11•11•111.111.1111•11.111••*0.0*II.**0.0*0*0*0.0011*•*II*0.11***0.4.0**HI*0.••11
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;The Franklin Typewriter.
•
•
•
•
•
•
1'
• 4
:
•
•
•
•

Is the Simplest, Easiest, Fastest Running and Most
Durable Typewriter on the market.
A POWERFUL MANIFOLDER.
Trmo\

‘'s-,e,_ -

4i
,

•
•

ii•
•
•

•
•

Second-hand Typewriters, all makes, Bought,
Sold, and Rented. Typewriters sold on the install- i
ment plan. For particulars address or call on
4
•
•

A. L. ROBINSON,

PRIC$7500
E.

•

State Agent.

99 Main Street, Auburn, Maine.

.
?
•
•

•
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University of Uermont.

NEW EDITION

medical Department.

Webster's
International
Dictionary

This department of the University has been completely
reorganized, and offers to students of medicine an opportunity to obtain a thorough course of modern instruction at a moderate expense. Four years' course,
January first to July first. Write for catalogue giving full

NEW

particulars.
Address

DR. B. J. ANDREWS, SEC.Y,
BURLINGTON, VT.
MARY FLETCHER HOSPITAL,

If
You
Want

Anything in the Jewelry Line
Your Watch Repaired
A "Frat" Pin
Your Broken Eye-glasses Repaired.
Your Eyes Fitted With Glasses

PLATES

THROUGHOUT

25,000 New Words
s
Phrases and Definition
Prepared under the dirt H supervision of
United States
W. T. HARRIS, Ph.D.. LL
'iimmissioner of Education, assisted by a large
corps of competent specialists and editors.

Rich Bindings.
2364 Pages.
5000 Illustrations.

BETTER THAN EVER FOR_
STUDENTS' USE.

GI

We als,i publish

WHY, THEN, CALL ON

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary

B RYANT,
W. C.
Jeweler and Optician,
BANGOR
46 MAIN STREET,
We are bound to satisfy you."

with Glossary of Scottish Words and Phrases.
"First class in quality, second class in Size."
NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER.

Specimen pages, etc. of both books
sent on application.

G.6 C. MERRIAM CO.,
Publishers,

wEBSTER's
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

Springfield, Mass.

Eves Cested free
By a Regular Graduate in Optics
Solid Gobi Frames, warranted
Gobi Filled Frames, warranted
rot
steel or Nickel FrItIlleS. warranted
50c to $1.00
Best Spherical Len.,es. per pair
n 2S 11,% IN ST., BANGOR, ME..
CU.! Next door to sweet 8 Drug store

WE(

Arthur Allen Optical
WARREN GRAFFAM

Hon;
Stret

DEALER IN

Second .

Hand . and . Antique. Furniture,

Stoves, Carpets of All Kinds, Dishes, Etc.
Speeia1 Attention Given to Ordered Work, Repairing
and Jobbing.
44 CENTRAL STREET, BANGOR, ME.

WE WANT Not BELGIAN HARES But
COLLEGE HAIRS.

The New Blue Store 1111t111:1{ S1101),
TIMOTHY E. CON NOR, PROP.
First shop above Exchange Street
71 Exchange St.,
Cor. Washington St.
Depot.
Bangor
Chairs.
Three
Up one flight.

H. J. COVELLE, Optician Specialist,
(Graduate Spencer Optical Institute, New York.)
Ten years' experience in practical refraction work.
Complete prescription department in connection.
Scientific lens grinding—highest quality—Fair prices.

54 Main Street,

BANGOR

H.
A Well Dressed Man
Is more particular about his neckwear
than anything else. Its always in evidence.

PHI

Our Spring Styles Are Ready.
Get our prices on Dress Suits.
will be well dressed.

"THE HUB,"
harry D. Stewart,
State and Exchange Sts.
Morse, Oliver Bid,
••Come in and See Us." We enjoy Callers.

Students, patronize those who patronize us.

SPE

Public
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HELLENBRAND

CO

OLD TOWN, ME.,

UP-TO-DATE ot FURNISHERS.
1=Tr s
ALL TIN
TIE

Collars, Cuffs and Neckwear.

Special inducements in way of discounts to U. of M. Students.

HELLENBRAND & CO., Old Town, Me.
•••••"r-

Globe Steam Laundry,

THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS,

PORTLAND, ME.

HAVE GAINED THE

GRAND PRIZE,

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

Paris Exposition, 1900.
This Is the FILdiest Prize ever Awarded to Pens.

THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED;
LAUNDRY
IN THE STATE.

Portrait Photography
IS NOW A QUESTION OF

•

HIGH GRADE produced by expert artists using the best
materials, under personal supervision
and aiming for Quality.

•
••••••••••••.•••••••••••

WE COLLECT MONDAY MORNING AND DELIVER
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

Baskets at Alpha, Beta, Mt. Vernon
Houses, Oak Hall and Averill's Store, Mill
Street, Orono.
Slips, Bags, Etc., can be obtained of

H. E. COLE,

GILLOTT'S PENS,

Agent,

LOW GRADE made by inferior help, with cheap materials, aiming for the word Profit at
least expense.
iai--The name on your photos marks your choice.

Heath Studio, 6 State St., Bangor.
HIGH GRADE PORTRAITS.
PLATINUM OR CARSON.

311 OAK HALL

Photographs,

Cameras,
Photographic Supplies
Pictures and Frames.

Storm Coat
No Rubber
Soft and Pliable

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS.

It is a specialized coat for city
wear. It is waterproof by a
thoroughly reliable process,
which adds to the durability of
the material and the finish of
the cloth. It is light, airy, serviceable and is the swellest
stormproof coat built.
FOR SALE BY

J. F. GERRITY & CO.,

Lyford & Woodward,

NVoRK GUARANTEED.

Public Library Building

BANUOR,

Hatters and Furriers,

AINE

Mention The Campus and it will greatly

33 Hammond St.,
il,CS/Si US.

Bangor

TIIE
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"Queen of Sea Routes"
Between Boston, Mass.,
Norfolk, Va., Old Point, Va., Richmond, Va., Baltimore, Md.,
Washington, B. C.,
and

ttll

point.s

S43utli

and

Vkr.f._•it,

Ls

Hai

viii

Merchants & Miners Transportation Co.

6

STEAMSHIP LINES.

Four sailings each week from Boston. Steamers new, fast and elegant.
Accommodations and cuisine unsurpassed.
Tickets include meals and state=room.
Scud for Illustrated Booklet and particulars.

Watc
Club

Masc

A. M. GRAHAM, Agent, Boston, Mass.
W. P. TURNER, G. P. A.

A. D. STEBBINS, A. T. M. J. C. WHITNEY, Traffic Manager.
General Offices, Baltimore, Md.

Consult
0•000000000•000000•0000

,7,00000• )0000000
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PRICEs INTCREST
---- ALL ---LOTHIN6 BuytR
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Co Young men
Young men think more about style than anyone
else—but often they are not particular enough
about fit—fact is the fit is the most important
element of the style.

MILITARY BACK with
PADDED SHOULDERS
is the great thing this year. We knew the
young men would take to it and you can't embarrass us then for
a minute. We've got them and are ready for the young man
who wants the proper thing—

ROUGH FABRICS, CHEVIOTS, SERGES,
WORSTEDS in all the new and snappy patterns.
You are sure to find what you want here and we
are always happy to serve the U. of M. Boys.

Standard Clothing Co.,
14 WEST

MARKET SQUARE,

J. F. CROWLEY, MANAGER
•<>4,04
)
.$000000000

0•0 0•0

BANGOR, ME.

>0000•0•00000
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Ramsdell si halloratt,
Pbotograpbers,
3 MAIN ST.,

BANGOR, ME.

Have your Clothes Cleansed, Pressed
Dyed and Repaired at

• We wish you a Happy
•
• New Century and your?
•
•
;share of the Progress •
•
• and Prosperity it will;
•
•
;bring.
•
•
•
•••.......
-•••••••••••••••••••••••••_i
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E. J. POOLER'S, ••
0.
••
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66 STATE ST., BANGOR, rIE.

200 BROADWAY,
Watches—Diamonds—Jewelry.
Club and College Pins and Rings.
Gold and Silver Medals.

••
••

••
••
•.
••

NEW YORK.

••
I.

EDWIN DWIGHT GRAVES
Member American Society of Civil Engineers
Consultation Solicited

Post Office Avenue,

;t
;40

BANGOR, ME. 4
••
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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• It will be our aim, as•
•

Masonry--Steel Construction, Docks, Bridges
ivr
er •
6
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Printers,

••

STEPHEN LANE FOLGER,

ant.

Chas. H. Glass & Co.

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

•
• heretofore, to do only
•
•
FIRST CLASS
•
•
PRINTING
•
;at reasonable prices.

•
•

•
•
•
;

•
•
.•.....•••••••••••
;
•• •••

A lien's Wear Store.
If we had to live off men's wear alone, we couldn't sell men's furnishings at the prices we do. We keep a men's wear store, however governed by the dry goods store idea. In Men's Underwear,
Hosiery, Neckwear, Dress and Fancy Shirts, etc., we carry those
sensible lines that men appreciate, and we sell them at economical
dry good prices.

It

Men's Suit Cases at About Half.

Comfort and
Coolness.

•

0

Comfortable Summer Underwear, Mtn's
Cowhide or Bridle Leather Suit Cases,
Suits and drawers to keep cool in. We have with double steel frames,
double straps, sole
a word to say about that sort. One can't keep
cool when crawling underwear plays ragtime leather corners, patent lock; regular price
with his nerves. We have a special make of $5.5o and $6.00, at
balbriggan for hot weather wear. You can
$3.98 Each.
keep cool in it with comfort.
Leather Finish Pedroid Suit Cases.

Our Laundered and

Unlaundered White Shirts

inch size, $1.39
24 inch size, $1.49.
Regular prices above are $2.00 and $2.50.

22

at 5oc and 75c each, are marvelon,values, the ,
Are you acquainted with our Book Defull equal of those sold in "men's" stores at
75c and $1.00.
partment? If not you ought to be.
Discount of Ten Per Cent. From Our Lowest Prices to Students.
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CH REPAIRING!
WRIGHT, KAY & CO., WAT
All work first=class and warranted,
Manufacturers of high Grade
Fraternity JEWE LRY,
Fraternity EMBLEMS,
Fraternity NOVELTIES, Fraternity STATIttNERY,
Fraternity INvITATioNs, Fraternity PRuGRAms
Fraternity ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Send for Catalogue and Price List.
Special Designs on application.
140-142 Woodward Ave.,

Detroit, Mich.

-

No job too difficult. All kinds of
Optical work. Oculist's prescriptions
filled

ADOLF PFAFF,

25 HAMMOND STREET
BANGOR, MAINE.

J. Fitzgerald,
Hi \mt.( ‘R 1 ER s

IlEN'S

FINE

38 MAIN STREET,
BANGOR.
I()R

FURNISHINGS.

Hats, Caps, Gloves, Nightshirts, Hosiery, &c.
Men's and Ladies Neckwear a Specialty.

OLDTOWN

The Place to
get your

IS

CleaRiAg RN Dyeing Establistimeill
Ladies'& Gentlemen's Garments
Cleaned, Dyed, Repaired and
Pressed in Up-to-Date Style.

E. W. Gould,

Main St., Oldtown,
Near B. Zft A. R.R. crossing

when
n
hi
Lunc
or Meal
Bangor
AT

C. E. ADAM
DINING ROOMS
54 Main Street.

S

LUNCH ROOMS
6 Hammond Street.

0+•-•-•.-+.-.-,-.-..-.-..- -••••-•-•-•-•-•0
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BICYCLES,

Formerly with the Bangor Dye House.

BICYCLE SUNDRIES,
BICYCLE REPAIRING
THIS IS AN AGE OF LOW PRICES AND
GREAT VALUES.

Cabinet Photos, $1.50 per dozen.
Cabinet Photos, $2.50 per dozen.

Frank C. Weston,

(flossy finish.
Dull finish.

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

FRED C. PARK,
MILL STREET, ORONO.
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To Punt and Make Good Gains, Call on

1
Larry Gibbons, Custom Tai,or
Clothing Cleansed, Pressed and Repaired
BY SKILLED WORKMEN.
I also carry a fine line of
Ready-!lade Clothing and Gents' Furnishings

Fine line of samples to select from.
I guarantee a good fit.
Workmanship first-class.
Bring in your cloth and have a suit made.

H. F. GIBBONS, No. 7 Folsom Block, Old Town.
Advertisers want to know if their advertisewnt is noticed by the students.
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Book Binding.

.1"OtRIVIAlkr'S MEAL

high Ideals

EET

We bind any kind of a Maga.7ine
or Book in any style of Binding. We
do it well and at prices to suit yon.

BET,

Mail orders will receive prompt attention. Write for prices.

F. A. LANDERS,

Public Library Building,
BANGOR, ME.

lead to :,ucce., in life and in fountain pen manufacture.

Waterman Ideals
are not high—in price—but in quality they are
beyond the reach of rivalry.
Gold Medal and Highest Award at the International Exposition UniverseIle, in Paris, 1900.

L. E. Waterman Co.,

ii.n.otiretawionrirden

155-157 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

ngor

Urea.

riade.
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CHAS. A. DILLINGHAM.

•
•
•

154 Exchange Street,

•
•
•
•

-

Bangor. Me.

TELEPHONE 56-4.

•
•
•
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Make Me YOUR Tailor
There arc. just two kinds of Custom
Tailoring—the carelessly done, unsatisfactory kind, and my kind.
Surely you don't want the first.

LYMAN B. CURRIER,
50 MAIN

STNEE---r,

BANGOR

Advertisers tenni to know if their advertisem..nt is noticed by the students.
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J. N. V. LANE,

new 'firm

ELECTRICAL

new Goods

SUPPLIES

Instruments, Batteries, Insulated Wires
and Line Equipment.

54 STATE STREET, BANGOR, ME.

W. J. LARGAY and GEO. L. MUNCE
invite the College Students to call and examine their new line of

TELEPHONE 112-2.

beadquarters for

CUSTOM AND READY MADE

Base Ball,
CLOTHING :
Foot Ball and
SEE OUR LINE OF
Athletic Goods.
NECKWEAR,
Stearns, Crescent, Yale and
GLOVES and
FURNISHINGS
Eagle Bicycles.
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

LARGAY & MUNCE, Clubs Supplied at Factory Prices.
BANGOR, ME.

23 STATE ST.,

BEING011 SPORTING GOODS CO.,

A. J. DURGIN,

22 HARL.OVV
E. 11. DAK.1\, PD T.

DEALER IN

Furniture,

Hardware,

DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS,
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
14 and 20 Main St.,

ORONO, MAINE

T.

E. M. ESTERBROOK, Mgr.

H. M. BURNHAM,
Druggist and Apothecary.
Bookseller and Stationer.
Agent for Kodak Cameras. Photographic Supplies.
19 CENTRE ST., OLD TOWN, ME.

UNION STEAM LAUNDRY,

to be

Pr:

Finely Equipped—Most Careful Employees.
Laundry Bags,
Lists and

OF

W. R. Bartlett, 209 Oak Hall.

Information
Work Collected Monday, delivered Thursday; Collected Thursday, delivered
Saturday. The only laundry "on the Campus," which makes two
Collections a 'Week.

NVe in:
Golf I
goods

GEO. E. WEBSTER, Prop154 (lain Street,

OLD TOWN, ME

When purchasing of our advertisers mention The Campus.
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Strictly
One Price!
We do not hesitate to say that we
keep the largest and best selected stock
of Dry and jancy Goods kept in Bangor. We make a specialty of Men's
Furnishing Goods including,fine Shoes,
Dress Suit Cases, Umbrellas, Hosiery,
Cuffs and Collars, Handkerchiefs, etc.
We sell goods at strictly one low
price. We will refund the money to
any customer who will say they can
buy the same goods cheaper elsewhere.
Bring in your sisters, mothers and
aunts if you wish to buy an outside garment of any desert:Alio,' at the
lowest possible price.

Hammond
Street,
Bangor.

; Furniture,
Carpets,
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The E. C. Nichols Co.
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We Lead the Procession
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IN THE FINEST LINE OF

Gents' Clothing and Furnishing Goods
to be found east of Boston. This has been a cold spring, but we have got thc hot stuff on our
tables that are barvains. Nofancy prices but we have got the fancy stuff, and can
show you the nobbiest line of suit patterns carefully selectedfrom fancy
check and striped worsteds with both single and double
breasted and six button vests _you ever looked at.

Prices $5.00, $6.50, $8.00, $10.00 and $12.00.
Top Coats, $5, $6, $8, $1o and $12.
Golf Suits, $4 to $6.
Unlined Blue Golf Coats, $2, $2.50 and $3.00.
%Ve manufacture all our pants and can save you from soc to $1 per pair. We have the nobbiest line of neckwear made.
Golf Hats and Caps, Trunks, Suit Cases, Grips, Umbrellas and Mackintoshes; in fact the finest line of up-to-date
goods to be found in the city. A look at them will convince you that the place to save a dollar is at

J• T• CLARK & CO's

•

SUCCESSORS TO OAK es, CLARK.

30 Broad Street, Bangor, Me.
purchasing of our advertisers mention The Campus.

Ten per cent discount to students
lone refunded if not satisfactory
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the mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company
OF NEWARK, N. J.

I

'furnishes the Best insurance at the Lowest Cost.

I

\IUTUALEtENEFIT policies contain special and peculiar advantages not combined in

the policies of any other company.

Reference is had by permission, to President A. W. Harris.
=
Columbia Building, Bangor, Maine.
C. T. HAWES, District Agent,

Nothing is Just as Good
For you as what you want. Perhaps you've discovered that the offer
of something you don't ask for often covers a sin.." stock. Our stock
is large enough .o give you just what you want. In variety it is representative of the best, whether in medicines, soaps, perfumes or drugs.
IVhen you can't get what _you want chew/ten', try at

Nichols' Drug Store,

Orono, Maine.

i 'hen purchasing of our advertisers mention 7'he Campus.

